Homeless & CARES Checks

*Project: “Show them the money”*

- The Federal Government issued an economic support package known as the CARES ACT where citizens can get a one-time support check (Economic Impact Payment)
- Checks will automatically be issued for those filing a 2018 or 2019 tax return or receiving social security and other benefits
- The IRS set up a Non-Filers site for easy completion and submission for those that have not filed 2018 or 2019 tax returns nor receive certain benefits (i.e. SSI, SSDI, Veterans, Railroad)
LIBRARY FACILITIES CLOSED
DUE TO COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS
Leverage Broward Counties largest meal location
FREE help filing for $1,200 CARES ACT Economic Impact Payment

Did you?

1. File 2018 or 2019 tax return?  
   OR

2. Receive  
   1. SSDI?  
   2. SSI?  
   3. Railroad Retirement (RRB)?  
   4. Veterans Pension (C&P)?  
   5. Survivor Benefits?

If YES to any of the above, NO ACTION REQUIRED. A check will be mailed to last address.

If NO to all of the above, you NEED TO FILE a simple Non-filer return.

FREE Assistance Available every SATURDAY between 10-12 at Hope South Florida (Meatloaf Church - 1100 N. Andrews Ave, Fort Lauderdale) until OCTOBER 15, when IRS closes non-filer app
Young are lower risk population and looking for service hours.
30 consecutive weekends
“Who did we help?”

Brother  Aunt  Uncle
High School  Friend  Mother  Sister
Father  Grandfather  Grandmother
“What are you going to do with the $1,200?”

- Get a place to stay
- Pay off bills
- Pay my drivers license fees
- Take classes
- Get a bank account
- Get a car to Uber/Lyft
Over $250,000 of claims submitted to IRS!!

Number of weeks: 27
Contacts: 414
Received: 51
Value: $61,200
Expansion
Donated $200 of his $1,200 CARES check to HOPE South Florida to help others
The “Show them the Money” team

Richard Campillo
Pery Canan
Juliana C.
Sofía C.
Molly J.
Maya C.
Dillon R.

Questions/Support: RCNY99@GMAIL.COM